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What does it 
mean to be a 

coach?

Remember:
To be a coach at any level is both 

a privilege and an honour. 

This role is incredibly important and 
vital and carries with it significant 

responsibilities and personal 
accountability.

The coach is the provider of each runner’s 
experiences

In this role the coach can make or break the 
quality of each runner’s experiences

A coach may have a profound influence and 
significant impact on the enjoyment and 

continued participation of each runner, as well 
as the runner’s personal growth and 

development.



“Nobody cares how much you know until they know how much you care” care



How do you 
show that 
you Care?

Remember:
All runners, no matter what their 

background, learn and perform better in, 
and gain more enjoyment and satisfaction 
from, positive environments in which they 

feel welcome, valued and supported

Allowed and catered for individual differences

Supportive

Empowering

Consistent but appropriately challenging

Safe 
care

A 2017 survey examined what behaviours runners 
expected from a supportive and caring coach. 

Runners highly valued the coach’s ability to create an 
environment that was:



Effective 
Communication

Provide constructive feedback and corrections

Actively listen and respond to questions.

Be happy, cheerful, positive and encouraging

Provide clear, concise instructions

In times of stress, be calm and gentle

Be approachable



What decisions may need to be made and communicated in 
your role as a coach?

Working with your group, write down five decisions that may 
need to be made and communicated in your role as a coach.

Learning Task



Decide the purpose and type of demonstration

Video or still photograph

Focus on one or two key points

Providing Demonstrations

Live demonstration

Silent demonstration repeated several times from 
varied directions.

Remember:

A coach does not have to be 
able to demonstrate a skill 
with great proficiency to be 

able to teach it well.

The coach does however 
have to be able to break 

down skills, know what is 
mechanically correct and 

detect and correct mistakes



Analysis & 
Evaluation

Remember:
The observation of runners should be 

congruent with the task. Effective coaches 
avoid being distracted by aspects of 

performance that are not the behaviour 
being coached at the time.

Mental skills of the runner

Technical and tactical aspects of 
performance

Own coaching performance.

Physical condition of the runner



Providing Feedback
Knowledge of performance – quality and 

quantity of actions

Knowledge of results – information about 
distances and times

Motivational feedback – positive 
reinforcement

Behavioural control feedback – creating a 
positive environment of acceptable behaviour.
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Purpose of 
the Warm Up

Prepares the athlete 
mentally and physically

Mobilises muscles and 
tendons

Increases the body 
temperature

Rehearses skills that will 
be trained in the coming 

session

Consider:
The warm up is also a good 

opportunity to actively engage
with your participants. What are 
the sort of questions you might 

want to ask?



Hypothesis that a cool down may 
assist athletes avoid heart issues after 

exercise – no evidence currently

Purpose of the 
Cool Down

May lower the heart rate of athletes 
after a session faster than those who 

do not perform a cool down.

Traditionally believed to reduce muscle 
soreness after exercise –

not supported by weight of evidence

Consider:
The cool down is a staple of 

almost every coach’s session, 
but the evidence supporting its 

use is very limited. 

Consider what you hope to 
achieve from a cool down and 

examine the evidence to see if it 
is meeting your goals.

Good time to reflect on positive things 
from the session



Warm Up 
Progressions

Remember:
• Increase the intensity 
throughout the warm up to 
prepare the runner for the 

level of intensity you expect in 
the main session

Slow to fast Simple to 
Complex

General to 
Specific



Suggested 
Warm Up

Increase body 
temperature
and heart rate

Get Moving

Build agility, 
balance and 
coordination

Engage

Consider:
Remember your warm up 

objectives and progressions 
when planning your warm up. 

Keep it relevant for the 
session ahead. 



Suggested 
Warm Up
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Consider:
Make the distances relevant for 

the athlete’s ability and objective.

• Forward skip with arm swing
• Backward skip with backward arm swing
• Walk on toes for 10m and then heels for 

10m

• Side step up and back
• Jogging quad stretch, glute stretch, 

hamstring stretch

• A-Skip with running arms
• Butt kick/high knees

• A-Skip into high knees run through

• Grape vine up and back
• 3 x 60m @70%, 80% & 90%
• 2 x 20-30m accelerations



Leg Swings – front and side

Lumbar cat/cow – upwards and 
downwards

Kneeling backwards lean -
unsupported

Kneeling forward lean -
unsupported

Leg drive whips – holding 
onto shoulder of partner or 
fence

Salute the sun and calf 
stretch

Possible Warm Up Additions



Suggested 
Circuit Session

Pushups

Triceps Dip

Sit Ups

Leg Raises

Lunges

Star Jumps

Burpees

Skipping with rope

Consider:
Which muscle group does each 
of the following exercise stress? 
How would improving strength 

in this area improve performance
for Recreational Runners?



Practical Activity

Warm up and Circuit



Hamstrings: Sit with the
right leg on the roller, left
knee bent and hands on the
ground behind you. Roll from
above the knee to below the
glute. Repeat for opposite
leg.

Glutes: Sit on the roller
with the your left leg
crossed over your right
thigh and hands behind
you. Roll across the left
glute and repeat for the
opposite side.

Quads: Lie facedown on the
floor with the roller
underneath your hips. Lean
on the right quad and roll
slowly between your hip and
knee. Repeat for opposite
side.

Back: Sit with the roller
behind you. Place your hands
behind your head and lean
your upper back onto the
roller. Activate your abs and
glutes and slowly roll back and
forward.

Iliotibial Band: Lie on your
right side with the roller
just below the hip. Bend
the left leg with the foot on
the floor and roll the side of
your right leg from your
knee to your hip. Repeat for
opposite side.

Calves: Sit on the floor with
your legs out and your hands
supporting you behind your
body. Start with the roller
under your knees and slowly
roll along the calves to your
ankles and back to your knees.

FOAM ROLLER EXERCISES



STRENGTH EXERCISES

4 Part Squat:

• Feet hip width apart -
bend over to grab toes,
pull buttocks down to the
floor.

• Arms between knees
and chest up.

• Extended arms straight
over head.

• Drive through heels to
standing position.

• 1 x 10 reps

Cook Hip Lift:

• 1 Knee to chest

• Other leg bent at 90
degrees and toes raised.

• Drive heel into the
ground and lift hips up.

• 2 x 10 reps

Side Kneeling Plank:

• Lie on your side with the
elbow under the
shoulder.

• Bend knees and ensure
the body is in a straight
line.

• Lift hips up and extend
top arm and leg straight
and hold.

• 2 x 30sec

4 Part Arm Leg Extension

• Knees under hips and
hands under shoulders.

• Extend opposite arm and
leg straight.

• Maintain good spine
position.

• 2 x 8 reps



STRENGTH EXERCISES

Dead Bug

• Arms extended at chest
height and knees bent
90degrees.

• Extend opposite arm and
leg out straight and hold
for 2 seconds.

• 2 x 10 reps

Raised Hip Extension:

• Rest heels on raised
surface.

• Bend knees to 90
degrees and lift hips up
to sky and squeeze
glutes.

• Complete again with
straight legs.

• 1 x 15reps bent knees

• 1 x 15reps straight legs

Plank Knee to Elbow

• Push up position with straight
elbows – wrists under shoulders.

• Bring right knee all the way to right
elbow.

• Repeat with right knee to left elbow.

• 1 x 10 reps same side

• 1 x 10 reps crossing body

Forward/ Backwards Lean

• Bend towards the ground
from the hips, keeping
the spine neutral.

• Return to the starting
position with the same
posture.

• Keep glutes activated
throughout.

• 2 x 10 reps

Assisted Leg Lowering

• Start on back

• Using a band or partner
for resistance, bring one
leg up as far as you can
maintaining a straight
leg.



Recovery
Importance of Varying 
Recovery Strategies

Sleep Nutrition and Hydration

Ice Baths Stretching and Massage

Compression

Sleep

Nutrition

Stretching and Massage
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Technical Model Refresh

What do you see?



Technical Model Refresh

What do you see?



How can a coach improve a runner’s movement efficiency?

There is no single component of running technique 
that can explain variation in running economy.

Practice makes perfect – The most reliable predictor 
of running economy is the runner’s training age.

Conditioning, especially plyometric training, has been 
shown to improve running economy.

Developing core strength and flexibility through 
exercises relevant to runners. 



Practice makes perfect – The most 
reliable predictor of running economy 

is the runner’s training age.

Conditioning, especially plyometric 
training, has been shown to improve 

running economy.

Developing core strength and flexibility 
through exercises relevant to runners. 

• Runners are most efficient at the pace they 
most commonly train.  

• Important for coaches to allow for sufficient 
training volume.

• Training at the desired race pace. 

There is no single component of 
running technique that can explain 

variation in running economy.

• Running economy defined by the weighted 
sum of biomechanical factors. 

• Important for coaches to understand the 
complete technical model of running

• Turner, Owings and Schwane (2003) showed 
improvement in running economy in ‘regular 
but not highly trained’ runners using the 
following drills:

• Vertical jumps, One-legged vertical jumps, 
Split-squat jumps, Incline jumps.

• A strong core provides assistance with 
balance and injury prevention.

• A weak core may be a barrier to 
improvement. 

• Recommended that core exercises are 
implemented 3 times a week.



The Takeaway 

You should avoid fundamentally changing a person’s running 
style without reference to a biomechanical expert.

In a 2012 study, highly qualified distance running coaches with 
at least 10 years coaching experience were asked to compare 
footage of two runners and identify which of the runners had a 

greater running efficiency. 

The coaches were unable to determine the runner with greater 
running economy at a rate significantly higher than chance. 

However, remember that:



Skill Acquisition  

Breathing

Running Technique

Pace judgement and race awareness

Surging



Uphill Running Technique

• Run on the forefoot
• Learn forward into the hill
• Keep a low knee lift
• Use the arms for drive
• Avoid looking up

Downhill Running Technique

• Maintain a forward lean
• Keep the hips high

• Lengthen the stride
• Use the arms for balance

• Land on a flat foot to absorb 
the impact

Hill Running

Be careful of the training load –
hill running has been shown to 

increase the occurrence of 
overuse injuries



Practical Activity

Hill Running



Selecting an 
Appropriate 

Training Venue
Known, reliable and relevant surface

Adequate lighting

Appropriate for the session objectives

Accessibility

Where are some good local venues you 
know that are appropriate for various 
sessions?



Shoe rotation and variation:
Runners may have several pairs of shoes -
stability shoes, neutrals, light weight trainers, racing flats, trail shoes etc.  Know what 
they are!

Understand terms like drop, midsole, upper and orthotics.

Runners must be aware that shoes have a limited life span.

Footwear Consult:

A Podiatrist

Specialist Running Store



Footwear



Footwear



Muscles heat up during exercise and air flow can 
reduce excessive heat build up

Consider high visibility colours or reflective strips for 
night or poor visibility running

Compression garments

Comfortable, practical and well fitted.



Sports Doctors are the preferred first referral for a 
new injury or existing injury that is not improving:
• A Sports Doctor may then refer as required to other 

medical professions – physiotherapists, podiatrists, 
nutritionists etc.

A Maintenance Routine  can reduce injury rates:
• Stretching, massage, Pilates, ice baths and yoga.

Most coaches are not trained medical professionals:
• Coaches can draw on previous experience and 

knowledge
• Coaches may have an opinion about an injury but it 

is not a diagnosis

Injury Prevention 
and Management



Re-occurring Group Injuries:
• Assess possible contributing factors 

such as training load, increase in volume 
and running surfaces.

Water Running:
• Allows runners to continue training when 

injured
• Provides additional “non road” sessions
• Provides an alternative when there is 

limited opportunity for road running

Injury Prevention 
and Management



Technology

Effective Training Aids

Sunglasses
Gels

Heart Rate Monitors
GPS

Power Meters

What Does the Literature Say 
About…

Power Bands
Pump Shoes
Supplements

Minimalist Footwear
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Consider how the session fits into the big picture for this period of training

Set specific goals and objectives – while skills or components of fitness will 
be improved in this session? 

Consider the principles of training

Design the training session – consider a logical order of activities to achieve 
the session’s objectives

Consider the principles of training



Consider the principles of training

Principle of Overload
Create logical progressions that are relevant to the objectives of the runner

Avoid over-training

Principle of Variety
Provide variety in the activities to keep runners engaged and motivated

Principle of Reversibility
The rate a runner will decondition varies depending on age, fitness level and 

genetic factors – consider the time between training loads

Principle of Individualisation
Allow for individual differences and tailor the program to meet the individual 

responses to training loads. 



Basic 
Structure of 

a Session Warm Up

Skills

Fitness

Cool Down / 
Review
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Easy running, skipping, strides, 
run- throughs, drills, dynamic stretches

Improving postural alignment, striding, 
breathing, arm-movement etc.

Consider the energy system that you are targeting 
and assign appropriate distances, time and/or tempo 

Reflect on the progress of your runners and put their 
achievements from the session in the context of their 

long-term objectives – how did they improve this 
session and how will it benefit them?



Key Elements of 
Writing a Program

Understand your runner and make the plan 
appropriate to their physical age, training age, history 

and goal event

Map out the progression of both endurance and 
quality sessions

Define the period of training 

Keep the training focused on the primary objectives of 
the runner – don’t get caught focusing on the 

secondary goals



Understand the individuality and 
circumstances of your runners 

and adapt programs accordingly.  
Family, work and social 

commitments can all impact a 
runners’ ability to train

What 
Constitutes 
an Effective 
Program?

Use simple language and easy 
to understand terminology

Keep it simple and prepare your 
runner for the target 

Determine if you have to micro 
or macro manage a runner.



Components 
of a Training 

Program

Long Run

Tempo Run

Absorption Run

Speed

Fartlek

Hill Session

Start with the endurance 
progression

Factor in ease-back weeks 
and an appropriate taper 
period prior to the target 

event

After you’ve set the long 
run progression, set the 

quality sessions…

…and conditioning runs to 
support your runner to 
achieve their objective.

Finally, include additional 
elements for variety and 

further conditioning 
Cross-training





Learning Task

With a partner design:

A training week for a runner training 3 sessions a week
A training week for a runner training 5 sessions a week

Consider the training components for each week



Sample Program
Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat Sun

Weeks: 1-2 Run/ walk 30 
mins

Warm-up -
Fartlek 2 mins 
run/1 min walk  
x 6 (cool down 

& stretch

Rest / cross 
train (gym)

Run / walk 30 
mins Rest Cross train

Long run 
(30 mins 

steady & slow)

Weeks: 3-4 Cross train / gym

Warm-up 3km 
steady state 
(cool down & 

stretch

Rest
Fartlek session 

3 min run/1 
min walk x 5

Absorption run 
– 20 mins slow Rest

Long run (30 
mins steady & 

slow)

Weeks: 5-6 Rest

Warm-up Hill 
session (5 X 
80m hill run, 
walk recovery

Cross train / 
gym

Fartlek session 
3 / 1 x 6 Rest Absorption run –

20 mins slow
Long run (35 

mins)

Week: 7 20 min medium 
pace run

Fartlek session 
3 / 1 x 7 Rest Speed set: 

300m x 6
Cross train / 

gym 30 min walk Long run (40 
mins)

Week: 8 Rest 30 min med 
pace run

Cross train / 
gym

20 min slow 
pace run 30 min walk Rest Race day

Beginner 5km Fun Run



Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat Sun

Weeks: 1-2 Relaxed 30 min 
run & strength

Warm-up Fartlek: 
3 @75% /1 rec X 10 Rest

Warm-up Tempo 
run: 5 slow, 20 
@80% 5 slow

Relaxed 30 mins & 
strength Cross train Long run 60 mins  

Weeks: 3-4 Absorption run: 
slow 45 min

Warm-up Hill 
session: 80-100m 

hill X 10 walk 
recovery

Cross train
Warm-up Tempo 
run: 5 slow, 30 
@80% 5 slow

Rest Strength or circuit Long run 70 mins

Weeks: 5-6 Rest
Warm-up 5 x 1km 
repeats @80-85% 

/ 90 secs rec.
Relaxed 30 mins Cross train

Warm-up 400m 
@90% / 2 mins rec 

x 10
Relaxed 30 mins Long run 90 mins

Weeks 7-8 Strength

Warm-up Hill 
session: 80-100m 

hill X 10 walk 
recovery

Relaxed 45 mins

Warm-up 6 x 1km 
repeats @80-85% / 

90 secs rec. Rest

Warm-up Speed 
session: 300m 

@90% / 2 mins rec 
X 10

Long run 
2 hrs 

Week: 9 Rest

Warm-up 400m 
@90% / 2 mins rec 

x 10 Cross train
Warm-up Tempo 
run 5 slow 45@ 

85% 5 slow
Strength Relaxed 30 mins Long run 90 mins

Week: 10 Absorption run: 
slow 45 min Strength Rest

Warm-up Tempo 
run 1km slow, 3 
km quick, 1 km 

slow

Relaxed 30 mins Rest Race Day

Intermediate 10km
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Practical Activity

• Design a Tempo session for a 32 year old female, trains 4 times a week, has 2 
children and goal is to run a sub 2 hour half marathon in 3 months. Current 

half marathon PB is 2.06

• Design a Track session for a 25 year old male, trains 5 times a week and goal 
is to run a sub 40 minutes 10kms in 4 weeks time. Current 10kms PB is 43 

minutes

• Design a Fartlek session for a 48 year old man, trains twice a week and goal is 
to be able to run 10kms at 6minutes/km pace, currently running at 6.30/km 

pace.
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